
Assignment  Project 3: Information Comics 

 Using the Comic Life software, compose a 4-6 page info comic that uses dialogue and images to situate 
 and dramatize the concept you analyzed in Project 2. 

 We have focused so far on the academic essay and the importance of making clear arguments through 
 clear writing, sharpening concepts and their connections through lean, active sentences, coherent 
 paragraphs, and an overall structure that builds toward concluding insights, questions, or 
 recommendations. 

 At the same time, we have seen that info comics’ visual narratives can translate specialized knowledge 
 into common everyday situations and thereby appeal to  logos  ,  pathos  , and  ethos  in subtle yet powerful 
 ways: thus,  It Takes a Village  embodies the concept  of culturally competent care for Aboriginal women in 
 ways that a scientific article simply cannot. 

 However, essays and info comics also share many traits, such as tackling conceptual material, 
 incorporating multiple perspectives, and providing choices and recommendations. Essays usually cite 
 different authors’ perspectives, while comics often stage different perspectives through characters. Essays 
 present logical alternatives, whereas narratives present characters’ behavioral choices situated in specific 
 situations. 

 In this project, you will apply what you’ve learned about info comics and essay writing to experiment 
 and create your own info comics. You will need to decide how to translate your conceptual analysis into 
 an engaging narrative. The basic steps: 

 1. Decide on a scenario to situate key elements of your conceptual analysis: use 2-4 characters with one or 
 more scenes that stages the struggle/drama of your concept. 
 2. Write a 350-500 word text with character dialogue (for speech bubbles) and narration (for narrator boxes). 
 3. Draw a simple but complete storyboard with panels, characters (stick figures are fine) and text. 
 3. Next find copyright-free images online for characters, setting, and props and save into one folder. 
 4. Bring text and images into Comic Life and compose your visual narrative. Tweak text and images. 
 5. Export as PDF and print drafts either in B/W or color to share with friends and family 

 Regarding characters: what characters can best embody your issue as protagonists, antagonists, helpers, 
 and hinderers? Also, information comics target specific audiences, not just school children, but adults and 
 researchers. Your audience here: fellow students and professors and/or friends and family. 

 Use Creative Commons or Google Image Search tool to filter for reusable images. 

 We will hold workshops on dialogues, Comic Life, and narrative sparklines that will provide additional 
 guidance on creating your info comics. 

 Draft dialogues due:   T 9/26       Draft comics due: TH 10/5   Final comics due: TH 10/12 



What ARE Information Comics?







Caldwell on Information Comics McKenzie on Information Comics

Lots of commonalities 
Word/image language that moves across comics, PPT, articles (transmedia knowledge) 

Mix of logos and stories, ideas and images 

Info comic as communication of information Info comic as generation and sharing of transmedia knowledge

Communication: writing communicates thought Generation: thinking through writing (Horton)

Knowledge assumed, then transferred Creation of knowledge and sharing of wisdom

Specialized knowledge Holistic wisdom and practices

Pierce/semiology (science of signs) Derrida/grammatology (science of writing)

Informative signs over decorative(!) & indicative All signs polysemic, concept are metaphors

Panels function as tables of information Panels frame scenes of actions, passions, ideas

Kunst: Comics create no new genres Info comics and graphic novels are new genres

Representation of one true world Designing of multiple possible worlds

Focus on WHAT: content Focus on WHY-WHAT-HOW: context, content, action

Top down: Episteme over doxa: From expert to commoners Bottom up: doxa precedes episteme: Mix of experts & commoners

Dumbing down: Episteme becomes doxa Wising up: Knowledge becomes smart, agile, wisdom via doxa

Informing of reader Transforming of reader

Reader/viewer as passive audiences Reader/viewer as active stakeholders

No quantitative data that shows  
reading skills improve for all

Qualitative data shows info comics creating  
new modes of reading, writing, and thinking

Conclusion: ethical duty to study comics’ effects Ethical duty for experts to engage nonspecialists



Info comics create and share knowledge and wisdom 

using graphic texts that take the form of comics.

Information Comics
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Info Comic Workshop 

 
Translate your concept into an info comic. Info comics, PowerPoints presentations, and other visual storytelling 
forms draw on formal affinities between argumentation and narrative. Reports and research papers often have 
three-part structures of introduction/argument/conclusion, which is similar yet different from the classic 
three-act narrative structure found in myths, novels, and fictional comics: set up/confrontation/resolution.  
 
Narratives involve characters, plot, and setting, while arguments entail evidence, logic, and context. Project 
histories, case studies, even process description all rely on narrative. One way in is simply contextualizing the 
topic for a wider audience. Or as Lee LeFever suggests: contextualizing it, telling a well-crafted story, and 
connecting narrative elements to detailed descriptions of the issue. Nancy Duarte draws on narrative theory to 
design organizational presentations, which she says should mix story and argument to transport audiences from 
“what is,” through a series of contrasts with  “what could be,” to produce a “state of bliss.” The difference 
between “what is” and “what could be” measure the stakes , the why , of the project. Superimposing LeFever and 
Duarte: start with context (WHY), tell a story as call to adventure, contrast IS/COULD be, and end describing the 
project with a call to action (HOW). 

 

Use the info comic to gather and present arguments, stories, and images that create resonances between your 
concept and your target audience or stakeholder: try to transport them from what is  to what could be.  
 

Beginning : What Is? 

Who are your stakeholders? 
 

 
 

Middle : Contrast of What Is/Could Be 

What makes the concept distinctive? 
End: What Could Be? 

How can project best succeed? 

Why is your concept  
important to each stakeholder? 

 
 
 

What are the core issues  
and potential solutions? 

How does your concept engage 
each stakeholder? 

What is the adventure ,  
what’s at stake for each stakeholder? 

 
 

What are the key perspectives  
and challenges? 

 
 
 

What action can your 
stakeholders take?  



• What is concept being transmediated into comic? 

• What is narrative arc and/or elements? 

• Can we find WWH sparkline at work?   

• What different stakeholders do we see?  

Questions for Info Comics workshop
• How conceptually rich is comic?  

• How are aesthetics (images and words) working? 

• Any tech problems (misalignments, low-res images)?

• Who is intended audience of info comic?  

In Tanzania, if you’re 
convicted of murder, 
you’re automatically 
sentenced to death.

Yes, that’s what 
happened to me.

Mr. Rajabu, the 
court convicts 
you of murder. The court hereby 

sentences you to 
death.

Under 
Tanzanian law, anyone 

convicted of murder must be 
given the death penalty.

Your background isn’t 
relevant.

A 
Tanzanian 

prisoner named 
Rajabu thought that 

this was wrong, so he 
brought a case to the 

African Court on 
Human and 

Peoples’ Rights.

I’ve seen you’ve been 
working on something, 
what are you writing?

I am filling out a petition 
to the African Court 

because of their recent 
decision in the case of 

Rajabu. 

Oh, what’s 
that about?

Death? 

Don’t I get to tell 

you about my 

background?

... Rajabu thought this was wrong, so 

he filed an application with the African 

Court on Human and Peoples' Rights....

Not exactly...

...The African Court 
decided that, Before 
imposing a sentence 
of death, the 
Tanzanian courts 
must consider the 
circumstances of 
the crime and of 
each offender…

Tanzania has 
said that 

individuals 
may no 
longer 
submit 

petitions to 
the African 

Court.  

This decision 
takes effect 

on November 
20th, 2020.

But what does the Rajabu decision 
mean for me?

Can I benefit from this decision?

Yes, but you will have to ask the 
African Court to make the same 
ruling in your case. You can file 

an application with the court 
yourself, but you will need to do 
so before the deadline. In your 
application, you will need to ask 

the African Court to order 
Tanzania to hold a new 

sentencing hearing in your case.

∗ Our youth
∗ Our good character
∗ Hardships, illnesses, difficulties 
while growing up
∗ Physical and mental harm we 
experienced
∗ Whether it is our first time 
having been convicted of a crime
∗ Whether we were intoxicated at 
the time of the offense
∗ Whether we have mental or 
physical disabilities

The court would 
have to consider… 

That doesn’t seem like 
much time. I don’t even 

know how to start.

If you need help, there is an 
organization that is willing to help 
inmates on death row file petitions 
to the African Court. Volunteer 
lawyers will provide applications 
to the prison that you can fill out 
and send to the African Court.

We are PALU 
lawyers.

We are volunteer lawyers, 
so our services are FREE. We are 

asking the African Court to clarify that 
Rajabu applies to everyone. But you can also 

file your own application.

The pan African lawyers union

It’s not guaranteed. But isn’t it better to try and 
have the possibility of life beyond prison?

You’re right, I will 
try and file an 
application!

Well, is it guaranteed that 
I will get off death row?
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Info Comic Workshop 

 
Translate your concept into an info comic. Info comics, PowerPoints presentations, and other visual storytelling 
forms draw on formal affinities between argumentation and narrative. Reports and research papers often have 
three-part structures of introduction/argument/conclusion, which is similar yet different from the classic 
three-act narrative structure found in myths, novels, and fictional comics: set up/confrontation/resolution.  
 
Narratives involve characters, plot, and setting, while arguments entail evidence, logic, and context. Project 
histories, case studies, even process description all rely on narrative. One way in is simply contextualizing the 
topic for a wider audience. Or as Lee LeFever suggests: contextualizing it, telling a well-crafted story, and 
connecting narrative elements to detailed descriptions of the issue. Nancy Duarte draws on narrative theory to 
design organizational presentations, which she says should mix story and argument to transport audiences from 
“what is,” through a series of contrasts with  “what could be,” to produce a “state of bliss.” The difference 
between “what is” and “what could be” measure the stakes , the why , of the project. Superimposing LeFever and 
Duarte: start with context (WHY), tell a story as call to adventure, contrast IS/COULD be, and end describing the 
project with a call to action (HOW). 

 

Use the info comic to gather and present arguments, stories, and images that create resonances between your 
concept and your target audience or stakeholder: try to transport them from what is  to what could be.  
 

Beginning : What Is? 

Who are your stakeholders? 
 

 
 

Middle : Contrast of What Is/Could Be 

What makes the concept distinctive? 
End: What Could Be? 

How can project best succeed? 

Why is your concept  
important to each stakeholder? 

 
 
 

What are the core issues  
and potential solutions? 

How does your concept engage 
each stakeholder? 

What is the adventure ,  
what’s at stake for each stakeholder? 

 
 

What are the key perspectives  
and challenges? 

 
 
 

What action can your 
stakeholders take?  





• Scenario: specific situation in which concept is embodied in life event


• 3-4  Stakeholders as characters, plus protagonist 


• Conceptual plotting: Use WWH sparkline 


• Why (context: values and goals of each stakeholder)


• What (concept)   


• How (actions each stakeholder can take)


• Call to adventure: appeal to values and goals of different stakeholders.


• Call to action: desired actions for different stakeholders.

Sparkline workshop



Plato’s Phaedrus Ronell’s Crack Wars

Homework: transmediate sparkline into draft dialogue


